
Smell
Where Does Flavour Happen?



Parents/carers… these first few slides 
are for you 

(So children look away now! We need a couple of minutes.)



Today:

We will use spices to explore how smell affects flavour. Ask 
your child if they can guess what spices are by the sense of 

smell alone. You will then taste different foods with your nose 
pinched and unpinched to see what effect it has on flavour.



What you need:

For this activity you need some fruit or veg (e.g. apples, pears, 
plums, peaches, carrots, celery, cucumber) and some ground 

spices, whatever you have in the house.  

In the lesson, cinnamon and ground ginger are mentioned but 
any dried spices you have will work. Rinse the fruit or veg (you 

don’t need a lot) and cut it into bite size pieces.



Before you start:

Put a small amount of each spice for smelling into a jam jar, 
cover it with foil and pierce the foil with a fork to make a 

‘smelling jar’. 

Or if you don’t have jam jars or foil, just cover up the label on 
some spice jars. 

If you don’t have spices, you could hide other ingredients in 
jars such as pieces of lemon. 



Golden Rules:

While you are doing the TastEd 
activity, no one has to like any of the 

food or even to taste it (including 
parents!). 

This may be different from the rules you have at mealtimes. But TastEd activities are about 
exploring food without any pressure to taste. If your child doesn’t want to taste the food 

maybe they can explore it by smelling, licking or touching it.

 



We’re ready to go... 
(time to get the kids involved)

If you  want to know more and to see the learning objective for 
this activity head to the end of the presentation for more 

detailed notes. 

 



Today we are exploring some different 
foods. This is called TastEd (short for 

taste education).

Before we get started... 



Let’s wash our hands?

Use soap and warm 
water.

Wash your hands for as 
long as it takes to sing 
Happy Birthday two 
times!  



There are two golden rules about food for 
today: 

•No one has to try
•No one has to like



What are our five senses?

And what part of our body do 
we use for it?



Which part of our bodies do we 
use to experience the flavour of 
food?



Some of the flavour comes from tasting with our 
mouths. But our noses are actually even more 
important than our mouths when it comes to 
flavour. In  a moment, we are going to do an 
experiment to test if this is true.



Smell is an amazing sense because it works even at a long 
distance away. You can only touch or taste a food if you are 
close to it. But you can smell if someone has peeled an 
orange from many metres away.



Humans can recognize the 
difference between thousands of 
different smells. 

Every time we eat a meal, we are 
like sniffer dogs, detecting the 
difference between different 
smells.

You could tell with your eyes shut 
if someone has been baking bread 
nearby, just by using your nose.



Food smells connect us very strongly to memories. We all 
have our own set of smell memories. When we smell food, 
it can remind us of places and people that are important to 
us.



Here is what one child wrote about 
the smell of fresh mint. What does 
mint smell like to you?



Today we will be exploring fruits and/or 
vegetables dipped in spices using our 
sense of smell.



Spices smell very strong. 
Can you name any spices?

This one is cardamom.



Here is what one child wrote about 
the smell of cardamom:



A lot of spices we use are seeds. 

There’s a spice which is actually a 
piece of bark from a tree… do you 
know what it’s called?



It’s called cinnamon. 

Have you ever tried cinnamon?



There is another spice which is a special 
root called a rhizome. This root is ginger. 
Have you tried ginger before?



Are spices healthy?



Yes! 

For example, cinnamon 
contains compounds 
that are good for the 
heart. Because it is 
sweet, it can also help us 
to eat less sugar.  

Have you tried cinnamon 
on porridge?



Let’s see if we can find any spices in the house?
Here are some jars. Shall we see if we can guess 

what spice is inside just by using our sense of 
smell? 



What did each smell remind us of?

Even if we can’t guess the spice, we 
can still talk about what it reminds us 
of.

‘It reminds me of Christmas’.

‘It reminds me of eating curry’.

‘It reminds me of baking with 
Grandma’.



Now that we have seen how powerful our sense of 
smell can be, what do you think will happen if we try 
food with our noses pinched?



Let’s put a little bit of ground cinnamon (or other spice) on 
a plate.  

Dip a piece of fruit or veg in it and try it with your nose 
pinched.

How does the taste change when you unpinch your nose?



What happened to the 
flavour of the spice when 
you couldn’t smell? 



Here is what another child wrote 
about trying spice and fruit:



And here is what another child 
wrote:

‘The taste intensified a million-fold when my nose was unpinched’.



Which combination of flavours did you like 
best?

+ = ?



Can you write about what you noticed about 
the flavours today? 

Explain how the food tasted with your nose 
pinched and unpinched?



Did you try anything new today?
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Thanks for taking part in a TastEd Lesson today.

Please remember to fill in our survey once you’ve done one or more TastEd lessons:
https://www.tasteeducation.com/after-tasted-lessons-feedback-survey/

Optional further activities:
Science: Investigate how and where different spices grow and what kind of plants they come 
from. (E.g. nutmeg grows on a tree, star anise grows on an evergreen tree). Find out about 

the different stages of a spice plant, from planting to growing to harvest.

Geography: Locate different spices by country of origin.

https://www.tasteeducation.com/after-tasted-lessons-feedback-survey/


Full Parent / Carer Notes for Lesson 2

Who is this for? Key Stage 2 students, those aged 7 to 11

What is the learning objective? Children experience new fruit, vegetables and spices with their 
sense of smell and communicate about food using speech and writing. Children learn that they can 
try foods in different ways - with their eyes, nose, ears and hands as well as with their mouth. 
Children learn to 'understand and apply the principles of nutrition' (D & T).

What do I need? Some fruit or veg (e.g. apples or carrots) and some spices, whatever you have 
in the house, in the lesson cinnamon and ground ginger are mentioned so if you have these then 
they can be used. Herbs from the garden would also work well. Chopping board and a knife to cut 
the fruit into bite size pieces.

Which sense are we focusing on today? Smell, it may come as a surprise to some children that 
flavour is mostly detected by the nose.

Interesting facts: Ginger has been used as a spice in China for thousands of years. Dried 
powdered ginger tastes very different from fresh. It is grown in many countries of the world, 
especially in Asia. Ginger can taste more or less hot (spicy) depending on how old the plant is. 
Ginger from an old plant will be spicier than ginger from a younger plant.



 
Does my child have to try the food? They definitely don’t have to 
try or like the food, these are TastEd’s two golden rules. If they don’t 
want to try eating the food they might want to use their other senses, 
they could touch, smell or lick the food.

Does this link to the National Curriculum? Yes, here are the ways this lesson links to the 
National Curriculum:

● English: ‘Composing a sentence orally before writing it’.
● D & T (Cooking and Nutrition): ‘Understand and apply the principles of a healthy and varied 

diet’.

Word Bank: 
Adjectives: warm, woody, spicy, citrussy, peppery, strong, weak, sweet, lemony, hot, powdery, 
dusty,sneezy
Similes: like gingerbread, like cinnamon toast, like baking cakes, like ginger-garlic sauce
Observations: it burns my tongue, it makes my nose tickle


